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No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6030 190 4.34 1.59 30 8 5/8 36.5 7.07 4.27 128" 8

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST
Mental Processing / Vertical Burst & Speed / Separation Quickness on Intermediate & Deep 
Routes / Body Control 

WORST

X, Z

Any system that uses him as a deep threat and on intermediate routes.

2016-No injuries , 2017-No injuries, 2018-Ankle sprain (week 8 & 10)

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

A 3-year WR who has started 32 of 46 games since entering the league in 2016 as an UDFA, including 9 of 14 in
2018 (missing week 8 & 10 due to an ankle injury). First season in OC Jeremy Bates' scheme (with rookie QB
Sam Darnold) which relies on a balanced Run/Pass mix, Play-Action and RPO's and a short/intermediate pass
game. Lined up predominantly outside lane, with occasional snaps in minus split and Slot. Was the primary deep
target of the team, running mainly fades/posts/comebacks, also working the intermediate curl/dig/out routes.
Possesses very good height, adequate weight, arm length and hand size on a very narrow frame. Good AA, with
good quickness, balance, COD and explosiveness and solid agility. Good release relying on good quickness and
very good burst to get around the DB when releasing outside vs. Press, uses good footwork/quickness in stutter
steps and hesitation moves combined with very good burst to win inside vs Press. Very good explosiveness &
acceleration to close cushion vs. Off/Bail defenders stressing their leverage with very good play speed, able to
take off the top of a defense. Good mental processing, vs Press he quickly recognizes & attacks the leverage of
the DB, vs Off/Bail he is patient while in stride angling himself to manipulate the hips of the DB away from his
intended route, vs. Zone he adjusts his routes according to the coverage and displays a good ability and timing
to find and settle in the soft spots between defenders, solid ability to get open in scramble drills. Good
separation quickness leveraging his AA and good body control to make sharp cuts while not revealing his
intentions. Shows, when in space, good double moves and convincing head fakes to manipulate the hips of DB
and good changes to his pace to keep the DB guessing before the break point. Good footwork and ability to drop
his hips and stop on a dime and come back towards the QB on Curls/Comebacks. Crisp two-step/speed cut on
deep inside/outside breaking routes. Good hands on non-contested catches, good ability to track the ball while
on the run and when stationary, makes catches with extended arms away from his body. Good ability to adjust
to balls thrown in front/high/low leveraging his long frame & good body control. Good ability to track & adjust
to deep balls. Good body control and awareness getting both feet inbounds when making catches near the side-
line. Solid YAC ability, leveraging very good burst and good COD to immediately get north after the catch and
showing solid agility to elude defenders. Solid competitiveness, gets extra yards after the catch vs. DB’s, runs
with good effort on routes where he is a decoy and keeps the DB guessing on run plays by running routes
aggressively. Adequate use of hands and marginal play strength vs. Press, struggling to fight through contact
and get off the DB’s hands if he does not initially win with his feet. Marginal play strength through the route
stem, struggles to maintain speed through contact/collision and gets pushed off his stem, unable to hold the red
line vs. CB’s with good or better quickness and UOH when he does not win with his feet. Marginal ability to
make contested catches, displaying marginal hand strength, concentration and physical toughness when in tight
coverage or when getting hit immediately at the catch point. Adequate mental toughness, does not rise to the
occasion on critical downs/phases in the game, body language shows clear frustration after missed
opportunities. Adequate physical toughness and marginal play strength as a blocker, cannot hold his ground
when blocking DB’s, primarily avoiding engaging and only mirroring the DB. In the NFL, starting outside WR
you can win with, best used in a scheme which allows him to operate in space where he can leverage his very
good play speed, good separation quickness and body control to work the intermediate/deep routes. Marginal
play strength and adequate physical toughness & UOH make him struggle in his release/stem vs. Press when the
DB gets a hand on him. Marginal ability to make contested catches.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

46
Games Started

32
Games Won

Play Strength & Physical Toughness in Release & Stem and Blocking  / Ability to Make 
Contested Catches 

PROJECTION Starting outside WR you can win with, best used in a scheme which allows him to operate 
in space where he can leverage his very good play speed, good separation quickness and 
body control to work the intermediate/deep routes. Marginal play strength and adequate 
physical toughness make him struggle in his release/stem vs. Press when the DB gets a 
hand on him. Marginal ability to make contested catches. 

2018: vs MIN 10/21, vs NE 11/25, at BUF 12/9, vs HST 12/15, vs GB 12/23

14
Winning %

30%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2016-Finished 3rd on team in targets (78), rec.yds (587) and TD's (2) and 4th in receptions 
(42); 2017-Breakout year, career-highs in all major receiving stats, 1st on team in targets 
(114), rec.yds (941) and TD's (7), 2nd in receptions (63); 2018-Saw a drop in per game 
production,  still led the team in targets (94), receptions (50), rec.yds. (752) and TD's (6).
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

WR
DOB (Age)

5-9-93 (26)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Asén, Patrik
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